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‘Ant &Dec are noMuppets
at the art of raising a laugh’

Q THE CHASE star Mark Labbett is
celebrating after the US version of

the quiz show was commissioned for a
third series.
The former teacher is a “chaser” on the

ITV show – answering questions to stop
contestants from banking money.
And he proved such a hit after

his 2009 debut the Game
Show Network hired him for
the American series of the
programme. The move has
made him an unlikely star in
the States, where telly
bosses this week announced
they will be airing a third series. And the
brainbox, known as The Beast, tweeted
fans this week: “Now casting Season 3 of
The Chase. Register today!” A source
close to the star said: “It is brilliant news.”

EASTENDERS star Natalie Cassidy
says she would love to appear in doc-
umentaries if she left the BBC soap.
The actress, who plays Sonia

Fowler, reckons factual program-
ming would suit her.
She said: “I’d like to do serious
documentaries one day – why
not? I’ve been watching a few
lately and really enjoy them,
so who knows . . .”

STRICTLYCOLE:
‘I’DSIGNFORSI’

THERE are very few presenters on telly who could
team up with Miss Piggy, Kermit and Co and pull
it off but Ant and Dec managed it – just.
The TV favourites were joined by The Muppets
for the latest episode of SATURDAY NIGHT
TAKEAWAY, in a combination that seemed certain
to tip the ITV show into the chasm of
cringeworthiness that it teeters on the edge of.
An opening gag which saw Fozzie Bear ask
what the duo’s favourite dessert was (Let’s Get
Ready To Apple Crumble) did little to reverse this

impression.
And as the studio appeared to
catch fire and Animal screeched
“Roll the credits” into the camera
lens, the temptation to switch
over was overwhelming.
Luckily the Muppet influence

subsided and was replaced with
genuine comedy gold.
An early highlight was a couple

on a first date who suddenly
realised they were live on the show.
Quizzed by Ant and Dec on how it

was going, the fella Jack replied: “Yeah, awright.”

Glared at camera
But then his mouthy date Kayleigh cut in: “He
didn’t let me win at pool. You’re supposed to –
you’re trying to pull me.”
Don’t go buying a hat for the wedding just yet.
The pièce de résistance was Christine Bleakley
on I’m A Celebrity . . . Get Out Of My Ear.
The former Dancing On Ice host pretended to
be recruiting a security chief, while the lads
secretly prompted her from an earpiece.
She glared at the camera when the
duo made her ask: “Have you ever
worked for a WAG?”
And Christine, right, fought to
stop laughing as she was made to
crawl on all fours while pretending
to be a guard dog and tell a
naked man at an ironing board
to hurry up with her ironing.
The finale was pretty
impressive. While drummers
can be a bit dull, credit where
it’s due when those drum
sticks are set on fire.
It showed the special effects
budget Ant and Dec had joked
about was well worth it.

LAURA ARMSTRONG

NEW
WORLDS
Channel 4
9pm,
Tuesday
April 1

HAIRY SITUATION . . . Jamie with co-star Joe Dempsie

STRICTLY COME DANCING star
Brendan Cole has dealt a blow to his
BBC bosses – admitting that he wants to
join Simon Cowell’s camp on ITV.
Pro dancer Brendan, below, said he

would consider
teaming up with
Simon if given the
opportunity,
despite the music
supremo’s bitter
rivalry with the
BBC.
Brendan, who

has been travelling
the UK with solo
tour Licence To
Thrill, said: “I know
Simon and he
hasn’t approached
me to be on one of
his shows. But I’d be interested, as long
as it wasn’t at the same time as Strictly.”
Brendan also backed Bruce Forsyth to

return to Strictly for another year.
He said: “He’s a legend in his own

right. Long may he continue to co-host
the show. People are quick to criticise but
there’s no one like Brucie.”

EASTENDERS
BBC1,
8pm
tonight

FIFTY Shades Of Grey hunk Jamie
Dornan has revealed his secret
weapon when it comes to prepar-
ing for raunchy scenes – box sets
of Sex And The City.
The actor, who is poised to play suave
sexpot Christian Grey in the movie
adaptation of E.L. James’ hit novel, will first
appear in Channel 4 romp NEW WORLDS.
The period drama, set in the 1680s, has
been billed as one of the goriest ever aired,
yet also features a series of sexy liaisons.
And Jamie admitted he and co-star Joe
Dempsie — Gendry in Game Of Thrones —
prepared for the scenes by watching the
racy US sitcom Sex And The City, starring
Sarah Jessica Parker as Carrie.
He said: “Joe and I watched all the Sex

And The City box sets — twice. That helped.”
The star also revealed that the whole cast
got stuck in to the action, saying: “We had
a ball — it was a good craic.
“Sometimes you don’t luck out with the
cast — you end up with people who aren’t
really on your wavelength and who
don’t approach the game the
same way but we got genuinely
lucky on this.
“Obviously we’re getting the
work done but you’re allowed to
have fun at work — I’d stop if I
wasn’t allowed to have fun.”
The historical drama is the last
project Jamie worked on before his
on-screen outing as bondage-mad
billionaire Christian, inset right. And

while there are no handcuffs or whips
involved in New Worlds, it may prove to be
just as controversial. The first episode
features a savage scalping and torture scene,
along with shootings, stabbings and a
disturbing kidnapping.
The gruesome battles are broken up
by racy encounters with Freya Mavor
from Sunshine On Leith and Alice
Englert from Beautiful Creatures.

‘People don’t see
past costumes’

But unsurprisingly for an actor
taking on the role of so-called
“sexual deviant” Abe Goffe, Jamie
has taken the show’s challenges in
his stride.
The actor, who was last seen
playing a serial killer in BBC hit
The Fall, also hoped that viewers
will be able to relate to the
drama.
He said: “It’s about seeing
parallels between the situation
people find themselves in now
and the situation people found
themselves in then.
“Some people just like to
watch for the visuals like nice
costumes or good music — they
don’t look beyond that.”

Jamie’s co-star Joe — who plays
Ned Hawkins, an English settler in

Massachusetts — reckons Abe’s modern-
day equivalent would be Russell Brand.

But Jamie was keen to avoid being
compared to the foppish funnyman, saying his
character is “slightly more camp”.
There is a comparison to be drawn though,
when it comes to Abe’s hairstyle.
Jamie said: “It’s my real, curly bap — then
we added a sort of Eighties rock thing
around the back and sides to give it that 17th
Century feel. I was happy with it.”
The same could not be said for Joe, how-
ever. He revealed: “I was quite happy when I
was told I was going to be wearing a wig
because I thought I’d get to keep my hair.
“But on the first day of filming, they were
trying to glue my hair out of the way and it
wasn’t really happening so the make-up girl
asked how attached I was to it. Within about
five minutes, I was bald.”
Despite the minor style setback, Joe was full
of praise for New Worlds as it seems to
reflect what happens on the world stage.
He said: “When we were filming, it was
the same time as the second uprising
in Egypt so that was an interesting parallel
to draw on.
“It was also interesting to look at the
Britain we see now and the Britain we see
in New Worlds because with all the stuff
that was going on in Egypt and the stuff that
we were filming, you started to wonder if
that kind of thing would be possible here.
“In modern screenplays it’s very rare to be
given the chance to play men of conviction
who actually go and do something about it.”

THEENDERLUCYBEALE

GIGGLES
. . . victim
Christine

JAMIE shot to fame by getting his kit off to model
Calvin Klein underwear, earning himself the
nickname “The Golden Torso”.
Jamie’s awe-inspiring abs were emblazoned
across billboards and won him hordes of admirers
– including Keira Knightley, who he dated for
two years.
But the Northern Ireland lad soon left modelling
behind to pursue an acting career.
He said: “I was always trying to find my way into
acting but there were other distractions.
“I was still involved in modelling contracts and
mucking around trying to be in a band but I always
knew I wanted to purely be an actor.”
After making the switch, Jamie went on to play
Swedish count Axel von Fersen in Sofia Coppola’s
2006 film Marie Antoinette.
He later starred as Sheriff Graham Humbert in
ABC’s Once Upon A Time and serial killer Paul
Spector in the BBC2 crime series The Fall.
But it is the role of smouldering billionaire
Christian Grey in E.L. James’ raunchy bonkbuster
that looks set to make him a household name.

THE CHASE
ITV,
5pm
today

@Reese_Williams
Somebody
PLEASE give

some constructive
criticism. Everyone
is NOT completely
brilliant! #thevoice

Boring.

Ant & Dec’s
Saturday Night
Takeaway

EXCLUSIVE by
NADIA BROOKS

RAUNCHY . . .
Sarah and

pals from Sex
And The City

@CallumPepp
A sitcom that never
gets old. Classic
British comedy at
is best, no wonder
it’s always still
repeated.

#dadsarmy

THIS is the shocking moment
EASTENDERS’ Lucy Beale
will meet her killer – a client
she arranges to see at night.
We can reveal the estate

agent walks into a trap when
she makes an appointment
for a flat viewing.
The episode, set for Easter,

will be the last time Lucy,

played by Hetti Bywater, left,
is seen alive.
And the mystery will not

unravel until next year.
BBC bosses want the plot

to be bigger than 2001’s
“Who shot Phil Mitchell?” cliff-
hanger – and have scheduled
it to run until the show’s 30th
anniversary next February.
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